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i wouldnt recommend it unless you want to be able to access your onedrive files from any windows 10 pc, or even macs (although there are an increasing number of mac applications that can access your onedrive files, using one way urls). if you know the order, you can scan the windows registry for
the necessary values. if you dont, you can just rename the setup.exe file and start the installation using msiexec.exe /i setup.exe. note that the value that you set for windows 8 ntfs in my example above will be for the windows 8 partition, which is the boot partition. if you are installing windows 8.1,
then the registry value will be in the system key. but, if you are booting windows 7 from an old windows 8 disk, then the value will be in the boot key. instead of scanning the registry, we will simply try to fix the error code, by changing the value of the systemresetntfs key. windows can be reset using
the systemreset application. if you are booting from an old windows 8 disk, then this utility will be located at: note that there are a number of other settings in the registry that will have to be changed. note that windows 7 is not supported. if you have an old hard drive that you want to use, then you
can change the systemresetntfs value to other os and then proceed with the installation. that will allow you to use that old hard drive to store data. lastly, you can use the windows error recovery utility to restore the system. this may or may not help you. in addition, if you are booting from a usb
drive, you may need to boot from a cd if that is not possible. you can use the boot menu that is usually on the cd to select the disk on which you want to install windows.
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so i decided to rebuild the registry keys. i found those registry keys by researching similar problems. the following registry keys are the ones that i used to correct the missing drives. it only takes a few steps to follow and i do not need to have much technical knowledge. i hope that you will be able to
easily finish the rest. there is also an offline tool called finding drive letter missing from smb share which looks for missing network shares at the file level. you can point it to a network share such as \\localhost\ which the console utility net view looks for. it will then output the shares that arent

available such as \\localhost\administrative$ or \\localhost\d$ or \\localhost\e$ etc. there are also registry tools out there which can edit the actual registry settings. some of these are fixmasterbr which is an excellent command line tool or registrytool.net which is a very easy to use gui for windows
systems. if your settings are a bit muddled, you can try these out to fix it. lastly, if you can find a copy of the windows installation media with windows server 2016 for example, a cleaner fix can be done by just formatting and re-installing windows. its now been a while since ive done this but i think i
found a good tutorial online. if you want to give it a try, you need to create a bootable usb drive for your windows installation media. as you wont be able to find the windows installation media online for windows server 2008, which is what windows server 2016 was based on, you will have to use a

windows media dvd or iso (if you have windows server 2008 installed on your system) as a source for your bootable drive. 5ec8ef588b
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